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Management issues: Draft programme of work for the biennium 2014-2015

Draft programme of work for the biennium 2014-2015

Note by the secretariat

Corrigendum

1. Under Executive direction and management, indicator of achievement (b), under performance measures:

   Target 2014-2015 replace 100 with 105

2. Under subprogramme 1 Macroeconomic policy and inclusive development, indicator of achievement (c) (i), under performance measures:

   Target 2014-2015 replace 80 with 85

3. Under subprogramme 2 Trade and investment, indicator of achievement (b) (iii), under performance measures:

   Estimate 2012-2013 replace 35 with 32

4. Under subprogramme 8 - component 4 Subregional activities for South and South-West Asia, indicator of achievement (a) (i), under performance measures:

   Estimate 2012-2013 replace 70 with 60

5. Under subprogramme 8 - component 4 Subregional activities for development in South and South-West Asia, indicator of achievement (b) (ii), under performance measures:

   Target 2014-2015 replace 6 with 8

6. Under subprogramme 8 - component 5 Subregional activities for development in South-East Asia, indicator of achievement (a), under performance measures:

   Target 2014-2015 replace 70 with 75 per cent
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